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Undertow: My Escape from the Fundamentalism and Cult Control of The Way International™

is Charlene Edge’s riveting memoir about the power of words to seduce, betray, and, in her

case, eventually save. After a personal tragedy left her bereft, teenaged Charlene rejected faith

and family when recruiters drew her into The Way International, a sect led by the charismatic

Victor Paul Wierwille. The Way became one of the largest cults in America. Charlene gave it

seventeen years of her life. Believing that God led her to Wierwille, she underwent his intensive

two-year training program, The Way Corps, designed to produce loyal leaders. When Wierwille

warned of a possible government attack, she prepared to live off the grid. She ignored warning

signs of Wierwille’s paranoia and abuse—he condemned dissenters as the Devil’s agents, he

required followers to watch pornography, he manipulated Corps into keeping his secrets in a

“lock box,” he denied the Holocaust, and he surrounded himself with bodyguards. She married

a Corps graduate and they served across the United States as Way leaders, funneling money

into Wierwille’s bursting coffers and shunning anyone who criticized him. As obedient Way

Corps, they raised their child to believe the doctrines of Wierwille, the cult’s designated “father

in the Word.” Eventually Charlene was promoted to the inner circle of biblical researchers,

where she discovered devastating secrets: Wierwille twisted texts of Scripture to serve his

personal agenda, shamelessly plagiarized the work of others, and misrepresented the purpose

of his organization. Worst of all, after Wierwille died in 1985, shocking reports surfaced of his

secret sex ring. Amid chaos at The Way’s Ohio-based headquarters, Charlene knew she had

to escape—for her own survival and her child’s. Reading like a novel, Undertow is not only a

brilliant cautionary tale about misplaced faith but also an exposé of the hazards of

fundamentalism and the destructive nature of cults. Through her personal story, Charlene Edge

shows how a vulnerable person can be seduced into following an authoritarian leader and how

difficult it can be to find a way out.



UndertowPRAISE FORUndertow: My Escape from the Fundamentalism and Cult Control of

The Way InternationalThe Annual 2017 Florida Authors and Publishers Association President’s

Book Awards recognized Undertow: My Escape from the Fundamentalism and Cult Control of

The Way International by Charlene L. Edge, in the category of Autobiography/Memoir, as a

Gold medal winner.“While a variety of controversies ended up surrounding The Way, the

author’s most astute portrayal concerns her participation in its research branch. … A frank, in-

depth account of one woman’s struggles in a controlling organization”—Kirkus Reviews#78 on

BookRiot’s list of “100 Must-Read Books About Life in Cults and Oppressive Religious

Sects”“In Undertow, Charlene Edge has written a brilliant and engrossing warning to the future

by dissecting the past. There are really two books here: one is on a cult called The Way (one of

the largest fundamentalist cults in America with about 40,000 followers [in its heyday]). The

second book is an examination of the dynamics of all personality, religious, and political cults.

By looking (from a heart-wrenching insider’s point of view) at a misuse of power in one specific

group, Edge has written a book that unpacks a far greater truth. What she exposes to bright

liberating daylight is just how our political and religious worlds actually function based on the

mesmerizing enticement of belonging to an in-group. This is a brilliantly written and timely

warning against falling into the trap of thinking we’re the self-proclaimed ‘chosen’ (be that

religious or secular, left or right) as we exclude the feared ‘Other.’” —Frank Schaeffer, author of

Crazy for God: How I Grew Up as One of the Elect, Helped Found the Religious Right, and

Lived to Take All (or Almost All) of It Back and New York Times best-selling author of Keeping

Faith“A magnificently written life story that sheds light on the enticing ways of cult recruitment

and indoctrination that engender conformity, obedience, and loss of self. Nevertheless,

thankfully, the seed of doubt grows, as the author strives for acceptance through hard work and

deep faith. Edge’s prose captures the essence of cult life and the personal devastation of

having to acknowledge not only corruption and plagiarized teachings but also a ‘sex ring’ at the

top levels of leadership. An important and must-read book—more gripping than a mystery.

Undertow will sweep you away.” —Janja Lalich, PhD, Professor Emerita of Sociology at

California State University, Chico, author of Bounded Choice: True Believers and Charismatic

Cults“This thoughtful, beautifully written memoir is a window into the gradual but compelling

pull cults have on unsuspecting and well-meaning people of faith. Edge’s writing conveys

images that invite the reader to a particular moment in US History and the fascinating

development of a community seeking to impact the world as they perceived it. Undertow is an

honest and affecting look at the way evangelical movements perceive their world and their duty

in it. One gets the impression Edge wants to run back in time and tell that young, intelligent girl

to reconsider her worldview. What Edge has created here is a welcome voice of reason for

those who would be tempted by similar visions of evangelism and the accompanying claim that

an original version of Christianity existed and could ever be accessible or fully intelligible to

Christians today. The narrative she pushes against is one that continues to lay claim to

evangelicals in our world. It is a worldview in which every moment is interpretable as a

reaffirmation of ‘us vs. world,’ rendering a perspective and promulgated purpose that is hard to

fathom if one has never experienced it. Edge’s fascinating text gets us as close as one could

hope to be. It is a worthwhile read, brimming with insight into a world many of us claim we

could never understand. Edge lifts the veil on the power a community can have when discourse

and ideology fuse.”—Todd French, PhD, Assistant Professor of Religion at Rollins College“In

Undertow, Charlene Edge manages to bring to life the inexorable, age-old struggle of light



triumphing over darkness, of the search for truth in the misty range of a ‘false prophet’s’

deception which she encountered firsthand as a research assistant in The Way International.

While she was promised liberty, she found herself a ‘servant of corruption’ (2 Peter 2:19). Ms.

Edge’s heartfelt and earnest journey will leave you in awe of what the human spirit can

conquer when it launches out in the search for truth. Well-written, compelling, and inspiring.”—

Kristen Skedgell, author of Losing the Way“How could a smart woman join a cult that asked of

her everything, and took her all in the process? Charlene Edge walks us through the process

with her new book, Undertow, which chronicles her involvement in The Way International, an

Ohio-based ‘Bible research’ organization whose founder, Victor Paul Wierwille, was accused of

multiple sexual improprieties, as well as plagiarism, before he died in 1985. As you read

Charlene’s story, you’ll find yourself wanting to reach into the pages to pull the author out of

harm’s way. As she writes, ‘We, the crippled, were sent to heal the stricken.’ There is something

in this book for anyone who has ever wholeheartedly embraced a questionable theology, only

to find that what was meant as a salve eventually becomes a sword.”—Susan Campbell, author

of Dating Jesus: A Story of Fundamentalism, Feminism, and the American Girl“Undertow is a

gift to young people and their families who want to understand the inner workings of

fundamentalist cults. Charlene Edge’s experience parallels much of my own twelve years as a

follower of Victor Paul Wierwille’s ministry. Undertow sheds light on the decisions, questions,

and longings that she encountered, and ultimately worked her way through. In the words of

Canadian author Matshona Dhliwayo, ‘Books are kinder teachers than experience.’ May

Undertow be a kinder teacher to you than Charlene’s seventeen years in The Way International

were to her.” —Steve Muratore, publisher of award-winning political blog the Arizona

Eagletarian“Charlene Edge’s heartfelt and heartbreaking memoir takes us behind the scenes

to reveal how easily a handful of religious charlatans betrayed the trust placed in their hands.

The pain is palpable as Edge walks readers through her seventeen years of virtual

imprisonment by cult leaders who twisted the Word of God to psychologically and even

physically abuse thousands of young people at The Way International. Undertow is a disturbing

reminder that abuse of power can and does happen anywhere.”—Robert Ruff, Emmy Award-

winning television news producer“A fascinating insider’s account of day-to-day life inside a cult,

which with its endless sacrifices, compromises, and increasingly convoluted doublethink, is not

so unlike what an ambitious middle manager in any other large corporate enterprise

experiences. With a novelist’s eye for the telling detail, Charlene Edge describes the

vulnerabilities that led her to join The Way International as a confused and emotionally needy

college dropout in the early 1970s—and the growing disillusionment that led her back out into

the world more than a decade later.”—Arthur Goldwag, author of Cults, Conspiracies, and

Secret Societies“Charlene Edge writes with clarity and sensitivity. This memoir on her

experiences in The Way International will help readers understand the subtleties and

complexities of cultic groups.” —Michael D. Langone, PhD, Executive Director of the

International Cultic Studies Association, editor of Cultic Studies Review, ICSA Today’s editor-in-

chief, and editor of Recovery from Cults: Help for Victims of Psychological and Spiritual

Abuse“This well-written exposé of life in a Christian fundamentalist cult reads like a novel and

portrays, in lucid detail, how the author was seduced into joining the cult. Through her vivid

prose, she helps us understand how she lived with the founder’s fantasies for seventeen years

of her life. The story of how she got out is as illuminating as how she got in. It is a must read.” —

Rita Bornstein, PhD, President Emerita of Rollins College, author of Legitimacy in the

Academic Presidency: From Entrance to Exit“A tenderly written, intensely personal narrative

about being swallowed alive by a cult. Charlene Edge’s encounters with the abusive Victor Paul



Wierwille and her firsthand observation of how The Way’s Research Department twisted the

Scriptures are enlightening and chilling.”—Karl Kahler, author of The Cult That Snapped: A

Journey into The Way International“Charlene Edge has created a deeply human story of her

conversion, commitment, disillusion, and disaffiliation from an evangelical Christian cult

movement, The Way International. With balance and grace, she gives the reader a compelling

portrait of the group’s leader and his fraught relationship with his followers that stands as a

warning beacon to all those drawn to charismatic prophets and their high-demand

communities.”—Phillip Charles Lucas, PhD, Professor of Religious Studies at Stetson

University, author of The Odyssey of a New Religion: The Holy Order of MANS from New Age

to Orthodoxy, and co-editor with Thomas Robbins of New Religious Movements in the Twenty-

First Century: Legal, Political, and Social Challenges in Global Perspective“The Way

International was once one of the largest cults in America and had a worldwide membership of

close to 40,000. One of those members was Charlene Edge and she writes of her seventeen

years in the sect in her riveting book, Undertow. In fascinating and disturbing detail, she reveals

how she was recruited into The Way while in college during a vulnerable time of her life. Her

first-person accounts of meetings with cult leader Victor Paul Wierwille and later, the

revelations of his psychological manipulation of members and sexual abuse of hundreds of

women, are revealed against the background of her own growing doubts about the group and

her commitment to it. A very well-written and compelling tale of delusion and the long path

back to reality.”—Jeff C. Stevenson, author of Fortney Road: Life, Death, and Deception in a

Christian Cult“Charlene Edge’s personal story, Undertow, is a wake-up call to moderate

Christians (and everyone else) about the dangers of the respectable-looking kind of

fundamentalism that conducts Bible study but in reality twists Scripture to produce self-serving

doctrines, demands obedience to a cult-of-personality leader, warps believers’ personal

identities, and potentially damages members’ long-term welfare. With nonprofit status, such

cults are here to stay. Read Undertow and be warned.”—Julia Scheeres, author of Jesus

Land“Well written and compelling, Charlene Edge provides a cautionary tale about the dangers

of absolute religious truth. She courageously tells the story of her journey into the depths of

religious fundamentalism, and reveals the intellectual strength that ultimately led her to reason

her way out.” —Yudit Kornberg Greenberg, PhD, George and Harriet Cornell Endowed

Professor of Religion and Director, Jewish Studies Program at Rollins College“Undertow could

be called ‘The Great Mystery of The Way Revealed: How the Research Department Really

Worked.’ Every sentence rings true. In telling her story in Undertow, Charlene has also told

mine. Holding degrees from the University of Toronto, having studied Hebrew, Aramaic, and

Syriac, I taught and conducted biblical research for The Way International, albeit in a minor

role, from 1976 to 1978. With remarkable clarity, Charlene tells her journey of recruitment,

service, eventual disenchantment, and escape, which mirrors much of my own. I heartily

recommend and endorse this well-written, captivating, engagingly told tale.” —Marty McRae,

former Eighth Way Corps member and former faculty member, Way College of

Emporia“Undertow sensitively portrays Charlene Edge’s recruitment into a cult and her

eventual escape. Her story is specific to her experience, but it is informative for all people who

have been manipulated by a group, especially a fundamentalist one, and offers great insight on

the difficulty of leaving. Her writing is magic, even exotic, making the reader identify with her

and her struggle. The writing invites you into her life, and you are bound to come away better

informed and a better person.”—Philip F. Deaver, PhD, Professor of English and Writer-in-

Residence at Rollins College, author of the Flannery O’Connor Award-winning story collection

How Men Pray“Undertow is a cautionary tale for all young people, especially those who are



preparing to leave their familiar surroundings to go to college, join the Armed Forces, or move

to start a new job. However, the same warning applies to anyone at any age who is going

through any life change, such as the loss of a job, a divorce, or the death of a loved one. The

names of high-control groups like The Way will be different, their teachings will vary, but the

basic techniques of recruiting and mind control are the same. The extreme difficulty in leaving

these organizations is evident in Charlene Edge’s story.” —Marjorie Patton, parent of a former

Way Corps member who received successful exit counseling before Way Corps

graduation“This is a very personal and eye-opening exposé of the hidden world of life in a

destructive group. It took great personal courage and strength for Charlene to break away and

build a new life for herself and her daughter. A must read!” —Patrick Ryan, graduate of

Maharishi International University, cult intervention specialist since 1984 at Intervention

101 .com, and contributor to Recovery from Cults: Help for Victims of Psychological and

Spiritual Abuse, edited by Michael D. Langone, PhD“Charlene Edge’s Undertow shows how

intelligent, even strong people, from all walks of life, can be sucked into a dysfunctional or

abusive religious group or church, and once in the fold, how difficult it is to get out. I know

because I was raised in a fundamentalist Christian church and school. When I started a

support system for people leaving fundamentalism, that got me on Oprah. Afterward, I debated

Jerry Falwell on Today and Nightline and exposed television evangelists like Jim Bakker and

Jimmy Swaggart. I was amazed by the anguished, guilt-ridden, repressive, and tragic stories I

became privy to. I wish everyone leaving fundamentalism could have the courage and the

writing ability to bear witness against their religious bondage and testify as to how they broke

free. The lure, the group dynamics, and The Fundamentalist Mindset are basically the same

and are more important than the theological quirks of a particular group.” —Richard Yao, author

of Freedom from Bad Religion. Founder of Ex-Fundamentalists Anonymous and the new

website .“Edge has written a timely and compelling story about the power of words to seduce,

to betray, and ultimately, in her case, to save. Avoiding tabloid cult tropes, Edge instead reveals,

with maturity, honesty, and insight, the ways that fundamentalist groups twist the very words

that honest seekers of truth believe. That she sought religious truth, worked in The Way’s

Research Department to discover the truth, and ultimately became a writer to tell the truth,

strikes me as perfectly poetic coincidence.”—Robyn Allers, author and journalistUndertowMy

Escape fromthe Fundamentalismand Cult Control ofThe Way InternationalTMCHARLENE L.

EDGECopyright © 2017 by Charlene L. EdgeAll rights reservedPrinted and bound in the

United States of AmericaThis is a work of nonfiction. However, some names and details have
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Press, LLC logo by Rachel ChaseLibrary of Congress Control Number: 2016914776No part of

this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or

mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by an information storage and retrieval



system—except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a review to be printed in a

magazine, newspaper, or on the Web—without permission in writing from the publisher at New

Wings Press, LLC.Permission requests can be made by contacting the Author at.Because of

the dynamic nature of the Internet, any Web addresses or links contained in this book may

have changed since publication and may no longer be valid.Published by New Wings Press,

LLC527 Henkel CircleWinter Park, Florida 32789For information about special discounts for
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Way International was one of the largest fundamentalist cults in America, with about forty

thousand followers worldwide.1 Founded in 1942 by a self-proclaimed prophet, Victor Paul

Wierwille (1916–1985), who marketed the group as a biblical research, teaching, and

fellowship ministry, The Way still operates in the shadow of its dark history. I knew Wierwille

personally. As one of his biblical research assistants and ministry leaders, I am a witness to his

charisma, as well as his abuse of power and manipulation of Scriptures to serve his own

agenda. I discovered his sexual abuse of women and chronic plagiarism. Today, those

underbelly facts are hidden, denied, or otherwise squelched. The years of Wierwille’s

authoritarian reign and the chaos after his death provide the context of my story.In 1987, after

seventeen years of commitment to The Way, my life was a wreck. I rejected Wierwille’s

ideology, escaped, and resumed my education. At Rollins College, my essay “Somewhere

between Nonsense and Truth” laid the foundation for “An Affinity for Windows,” a short memoir

in Shifting Gears: Small, Startling Moments In and Out of the Classroom. These writings are

woven into this book. My recruitment story is included in Elena S. Whiteside’s book, The Way:

Living in Love.2This book is a memoir. It is my recollection of events related to the best of my

knowledge and ability. The story’s crucial facts are true. Some events and conversations are

combined in the interest of storytelling. Besides my memory and bits from others’ memories,

my sources include my extensive collection of notes, journals, letters, calendars, books,

newspapers, photographs, and copies of The Way Magazine.Names in this story that I have

not changed, besides mine, are those of current or former public figures in The Way

International: leaders at the state level or higher, Way trustees, and a few members of The

Way’s Biblical Research Department. For privacy reasons, other identities have been changed

or are composites. I recognize that others’ memories or interpretations of the events I describe



herein may be different from my own. My book is not intended to hurt anyone. This is a

recollection of life in a cult that in recent years has become a topic of public interest.My title

invites the question, what makes The Way International a fundamentalist cult? Here is the crux

of my answer: Wierwille believed in scriptural inerrancy, a cornerstone of Christian

fundamentalism. As the biblical scholar James Barr tells us: “It is this function of the Bible as

supreme religious symbol that justifies us in seeing fundamentalism as a quite separate

religious form.”3 The Way International is also a cult, or at least was while I was in it. I use the

definition of cult I found on The International Cultic Studies Association (ICSA) website: “An

ideological organization held together by charismatic relationships and demanding total

commitment.”4Scripture quoted in this book is from the King James Version of the Bible.Any

errors of fact, interpretation, or judgment in this book are my sole responsibility.I hope you

enjoy reading my story.Charlene EdgeWinter Park, FloridaOctober 2016We do not receive

wisdom, we must discover it for ourselves, after a journey through the wilderness which no one

else can make for us, which no one can spare us …– Marcel Proust1Hiding in Plain SightIf

they find out, they’ll think I’m weird.In the winter of 1987, my Sociology professor clutched a

stub of white chalk, drew a pyramid spanning the height of the blackboard, and crowned it with

an X. Thirty students, many half my age, surrounded me in a beige classroom. None of them

knew my secret.“Okay. Last week we discussed gender inequality in the workplace,” Dr.

Schaffer said. “Tonight, we’ll examine autocratic groups and how they operate. My not-so-

elegant drawing represents their hierarchical power structure. Religious ones are often called

‘sects,’ or ‘cults.’ By the way, I’m saying, s-e-c-t-s, not s-e-x.”When laughs died down, she said,

“The leader is X.” She underlined the X. “He or she dictates the group’s beliefs and

behavior.”Dr. Schaffer straightened her red print scarf and examined our faces one by one.

Students rearranged notebooks and clicked their pens. Tonight’s lecture was far from news to

me, but I drew the pyramid anyway, mimicking other students, trying to fit in. Instead of X,

though, I scribbled W for Dr. Victor Paul Wierwille, founder of The Way International, in its

heyday one of the largest cults in America.“Under X,” Dr. Schaffer said, “I’ll draw some little y’s

and z’s to represent underlings. The y’s, right below X, report to X and oversee the z’s, who fill

the pyramid’s lower regions.”I was a y.“The further down members are,” she said, “the less

status, power, and knowledge they have.” She tapped the chalk on the z she’d drawn last. “This

is the newest newbie.”Seventeen years ago that z was me.Across the aisle, a young woman

copied the pyramid in her notebook, filling it with ghoulish cartoon figures. But it wasn’t funny.

Each x, y, and z represented a real person.In that lecture at a branch of The Ohio State

University in Lima, I straddled two irreconcilable existences: one in a fundamentalist cult

destroying me, the other in a college resuscitating me. My current situation? Right there on Dr.

Schaffer’s pyramid for all to see. The future? Nowhere in sight.While safe in the warm

classroom, I knew snow was amassing on Highway 75 and beyond that on Highway 29, which

took me deeper into the countryside to home. I dreaded the dangerous return trip, but other

things scared me more. The Way’s compound, riddled with paranoia, was close to my house

and less than an hour from campus down Highway 29. I worked there. I’d discovered what Dr.

Wierwille had done. I saw what leaders he trained were doing.“These underlings,” our professor

said, pointing to the y and z marks, “find something appealing about the group, like a sense of

community where believers share the same values, a leader who claims special knowledge not

found anywhere else, and promises of unique enlightenment or future rewards in the

afterlife.”Yup. Wierwille promised he’d teach us God’s true Word. Back then, I wanted that.I

shielded my eyes, leaned over my notebook, and retraced the W, digging my pen harder into

the paper, monitoring my body language, avoiding any telltale move that might reveal I



understood this topic better than Dr. Schaffer.“To retain members,” she explained, “the leader

creates a sense of ‘us versus them’ to keep the group fighting a common enemy.”The Devil.

That was our enemy. He used unbelievers and anyone who warned us against Wierwille, even

our families. Only three years earlier I would have considered this professor one of those

adversaries. Not now.The previous week, we’d met in her office to discuss homework, and

before I realized it, I’d blurted out, “I’m working at The Way International.” That got her full

attention. “But I’m trying to leave. I can’t—” Then I cried and told her everything.“You know, I’ve

not had anyone from there in my classes before.” Her oceanic tact put me at ease. “If you’d like,

I’ll teach one night about groups like it; some call them cults.”I wiped my tears, not knowing how

to thank her enough. Her offer transformed her from authority figure to understanding guide.

Her coal-dark hair, cut into a bob, reminded me of black-eyed Susans that grew wild along

Ohio country roads. Spring would come again.“Cults,” she continued, moving aside for us to

see her pyramid, “seduce people to join in a variety of ways.” She scrawled the words love

bombing on the board. “Recruits feel especially cared for during initial contact with the group.

Members hug them. Make them feel they’re in one big happy family. For a time, maybe they

are.”I was eighteen when that happened, fresh from Young Life camp, sitting on a lounge pillow

at The Way Inn Coffeehouse and listening to zealous Doug praise Wierwille’s Bible class.

These days, Way members betray each other.Not far down the snowy road I would travel after

class, confusion and suspicion were overrunning Way headquarters. Devious leaders vied for

top positions and sent jolts of fear through the staff, causing untold anxiety attacks and

rampant distrust about the organization.“Progressive pressure is put on followers,” Dr. Schaffer

said, pointing to the chart, “to deepen their involvement and make more and more sacrifices to

fulfill the leader’s agenda.”That is the truth, Professor. I twisted a strand of hair; her eyes met

mine.She peered at students in the front row. “Many people give up marriages, careers,

education, trust funds, and other religions to be accepted into a cult making irresistible

claims.”1I’d done that. I’d strained ties with my family, broken off with friends, rejected an

adoring boyfriend, abandoned a promising university education, and left the faith of my youth,

but not once did I consider any of that a sacrifice.“Think about this,” she said. “A person’s ability

to make independent decisions and engage in critical thinking can atrophy, making it hard to

leave, even frightening.” She stood still, waiting as some students took more notes. Others

leaned back, blinking in thought.One student raised his hand. “I’ve heard about something like

kidnapping. Parents hire people to take their kids from cults and un-brainwash them. It’s

supposed to change them back into who they used to be. Does it work?”“That’s called

deprogramming,” Dr. Schaffer said. “It can work sometimes. But it really is a criminal offense.

Very controversial.” She patted her hands together, sending chalk dust puffing through the air.

“I don’t think genuine change can happen through coercion, but some say it can. Some

deprogrammers have been prosecuted, gone to jail. So remember that. A vital aspect of this

issue, of course, is that cult believers have freedom of religion in America—just like anyone in a

well-known church. This topic is complex.”No more hands went up.“Loyalty,” she said, “is the

primary quality valued in a follower, you can be sure of that.”Yes. But now, as a traitor, can I

escape before they find out? Before I’m thrown to the curb, penniless, like my friend

John?“Many people, even students like you,” she said, not looking at me, “like to feel certain

about God and spiritual matters. Cults offer certainty. That, you can count on.”On the drive

home, nudging my car through the snowstorm, I leapt from one memory to another, ashamed

that I allowed myself to get sucked into The Way, and that Wierwille used me to spread his

propaganda. Dr. Schaffer, an unexpected humanitarian, held me steady for the moment, but I

feared for my mental health, even my physical well-being. I’d discovered The Way’s underbelly,



bloody-black and swollen with greed, and nothing could make me stay. In the beginning, I only

wanted to know, love, and serve God and understand the Bible. What harm could that possibly

bring?Understanding the I Ching, by Hellmut Wilhelm and Richard Wilhelm, informs us that the

“hexagram Pi, Grace (Book of Changes, no. 22), stands for imaginative art, or song and image

endowed with form.” I wanted to use this hexagram in my book’s design because without grace,

Undertow—an image endowed with form—would not have been possible. ~ Charlene

EdgePart 1Recruitment2The Midwife“Jesus can mend your heart if you’ll let Him,” Judy said.

“Come with me tonight, Charlene, you’ll see.” Judy, a cheerleader at our high school, was

Protestant. I was Catholic with boyfriend problems. It was 1969, eighteen years before Dr.

Schaffer’s lecture about cults. My new girlfriend, Judy, was inviting me to a Christian fellowship

for teens called Young Life. Founded in the 1940s, by 2015 it claimed to have reached 1.4

million kids worldwide.“I don’t know, Judy, I’m just not ready for that,” I said. “I need to figure

some stuff out before I go to any new church.”“It’s not church, remember, it’s a fellowship in my

living room. You’ve seen the flyers.” We were in the hall at James M. Bennett High School,

leaning against lockers and whispering. Judy knew about my troubles. My boyfriend, a hotshot

quarterback, had just dumped me. My father demanded I keep his ten o’clock curfew or be

grounded. Catholic religion classes, mandatory on Wednesday nights, bored me to death. I’d

been through eight years of Catholic school already, wasn’t that enough? Besides, I more than

resented the Church, I wanted out. A year earlier, the Catholic faith had deeply disappointed

me when the worst of all possible things happened. My mother—religious, lovely, forty-eight

years old, riddled with cancer—died. Priests said she died because God wanted her in heaven.

They offered no relief for my angst, no real answer to my question: “If God loves me, then why

this? Why do pain and evil exist in this world He made?”“Excellent question,” Father James

said, “but we won’t understand why until we get to heaven.”I did not want to wait.Judy’s meeting

revved me up as if I’d chugged ten Coca-Colas. Kids, filling the floor space, stairs, and sofa,

were happy, hugging, and laughing. Even football players I never would have guessed were

“into the Lord” leaned against the walls, Bibles in their hands. The leader, a thirty-something

Presbyterian minister wearing a golf shirt, tapped a glass to get our attention. He waved his

leather-covered Bible and said we should read the Bible and pray to Jesus every day, speaking

to him like He was our best friend.Catholics didn’t talk this way. The concept of Jesus as pal

was new, and I loved it. Before long, I abandoned the Catholic missal and rosary beads of my

parents’ faith, and, as Judy’s golf-shirted leader recommended, bought a paraphrased New

Testament, Good News for Modern Man. To keep peace at home, I still attended Mass, but I

quit questioning the priest and dismantled my altars to the Virgin Mary beneath pine trees in

our backyard.My full-blown Protestant conversion came one night at a Young Life retreat at

nearby Ocean City. I broke out in tears as we sang “How Great Thou Art” and turned my life

over to Jesus. I rushed to tell Judy. She threw her arms around me. “Praise the Lord, Charlene.

You’re born again!” Thus I began, without comprehending the serious shift I’d made, a journey

into evangelical Christianity. Soon I transformed from a contemplative-but-disappointed

Catholic into a frenetic believer zealous to live for the Lord. Jesus was my buddy, not a distant

savior on a cross. The Bible was God’s Word for me, not filtered through the pope. I read it for

myself. Those things were different, but Young Life’s core belief in life’s purpose remained the

same as what I’d internalized in Catholic childhood: to know, love, and serve God. For the rest

of my senior year I rarely missed a meeting with Judy.Before graduation in June 1970, I

registered for a weeklong Young Life summer camp in Saranac Lake, New York, in August

before we all left for college. I was headed for East Carolina University in Greenville, North

Carolina. My married sister lived in Charlotte, close enough for visits.“We call the camp



‘College Prep,’” Judy said. “It’ll pump us up for Christ.” We knew college would tempt us with

drugs, sex, and all manner of satanic influences, as Judy’s leader said, doing his best to

convince us we could not manage without College Prep. But before I would board the bus for

Saranac, I had three months to earn spending money for college at my summer job at the

beach.I’m amazed my father allowed me to live unsupervised in Ocean City, the nearby resort

town where I’d been born again. Perhaps it was a sign of those times that I felt safe renting a

house with girlfriends from my senior class. We all found food-industry jobs, mine at English’s

Chicken and Steak House, a few blocks away, where I tended the takeout counter, selling

donuts, éclairs, and coffee to the breakfast crowd, and coleslaw and fries with buckets of

steaming fried chicken the rest of the day. I was thrilled to be away from home. I was at the

beach. I was making money. I was free.One day, despite my grimy white polyester uniform and

equally greasy white tennis shoes, one of the busboys sauntered up to my counter and

watched while I pulled my long blond hair into a ponytail and smiled at him. Rob. I’d heard he

was a college man somewhere up north. Looking at him across that counter, I was struck first

by the cowlicks that plagued his thick black hair and the popular John Lennon glasses that

made him look intellectual. Soon I’d find out he was smart, and his passion for politics was

nearly equal to his love of surfing.“If you’d like, Charlene, I could try to teach you how to surf.

What do you say?”“I’ll think about it.” Thus we began.Rob’s patience as a surfing teacher was

monumental, but I didn’t practice. I’d rather listen to the Supremes on my portable radio and

sunbathe while he caught a wave. Before long, I made no time for private talks with Jesus, my

pal, or Bible reading every day. I stashed my Good News in the bottom drawer of my dresser,

and Rob and I played in the ocean.I admit I grew a little worried. Nagging guilt reminded me

that my new love, a Jesuit-trained Catholic, enrolled in Boston College, was not born again and

definitely not preoccupied with Jesus like Young Lifers were. But I couldn’t help myself. I liked

Rob. I started loving Rob. We talked about Christ and the Bible a few times and let differences

fall aside. We spent lazy afternoons shopping for my bikinis and his surfboard wax. We ate crab

cakes and fries under star-sprinkled nights while he inspired me with his plans for changing the

world—the theme of our generation—and listened to my dreams of studying literature and art

in college. In his apartment we played Van Morrison’s “Moondance.” It was as romantic as pop

songs got that summer. Whenever I heard it, I thought of us.One afternoon we spread our

towels on the beach, planted Rob’s Morey-Pope surfboard in a nearby dune, and slathered on

Coppertone. When darkness covered the sands, we listened to the rushing pulse of our

beloved Atlantic, and that’s when Rob slipped off those John Lennon glasses and we slithered

out of our clothes. His tenderness won me. My conservative mother was not there to warn me

about moving so fast. Without her, I blundered into womanhood with no mentor, no wisdom.

Life was beautiful.Until I changed.In August, my Young Life vow to attend camp boomeranged

into our romance. Golf Shirt’s wife called my Ocean City house to remind me about Saranac.“I

know the Lord wants you there,” she gushed.I claimed I had no cash.“Don’t worry about money,

I’ve got scholarship funds for you.” Evangelicals are practiced at overcoming wimpy objections.

I soon boarded their bus for upstate New York, feeling conflicted but duty-bound, leaving a

disappointed Rob on the beach. I’d be gone for a week.At camp, shorts-clad ministers

delivered breathless sermons threaded with warnings that we would harm our spiritual lives if

we didn’t find a Christian fellowship at college. They meant business about our need to keep

studying God’s Word, our only source of truth in this troubled, war-torn world. It was 1970. The

Vietnam War raged on the other side of the planet and on our televisions. The sexual revolution

surrounded us. The Women’s Lib movement threatened traditional values. Thanks to the

Beatles, Eastern meditation undermined Western-style religion. Hippies smoked pot and did



LSD at rock concerts. Christians tried to be different. From a stage in the camp’s Swiss-chalet

lodge, students, weeping with joy, shared powerful testimonies about winning others to Christ,

instantaneous healings, and what they called speaking in tongues. One woman said tongues

was a gift from God, but not everyone receives it. “If you do get it, it is transcendent,” she said.

Without much pushing, I fell back into the old feelings I’d experienced at Judy’s meetings: joy

that my pal Jesus guided my every step and comfort that I had the Bible, God’s Word to me.I

sent Rob a letter the day after I arrived at camp. I wished he were with me, I wrote, to see the

importance of a Christ-centered life. I’d jumped to the conclusion that besides his being Jesuit,

our relationship did not measure up to spiritually high standards because of our sexual

shenanigans. In eight handwritten pages, I raved about what I heard at camp: “[Christ is] a

living, breathing power who directs lifes [sic] given to Him and using [sic] those lives for Him.” I

was consumed with new rhetoric (and bad grammar) and bereft of self-reflection.Leaders,

praying over me, said I must find God’s perfect will for me. I rededicated myself to “being a real

Christian,” pledging not to let anything, including my Catholic boyfriend, distract me. About

midweek, a male friend of my cabinmate turned up and showered me with attention hard to

deflect, even with my Rob only a few days in the background. Life was getting

complicated.“Come on, Charlene. Let’s take a canoe out on the lake,” Dave said. “It’s gorgeous

today and we need to get outside.” We spent platonic hours hiking in the woods and listening,

side by side, to motivational sermons in the lodge. With his friends, we shared mealtimes in the

canteen. Dave, who fit the Young Life profile of wholesomeness and Jesus-love, symbolized

what camp leaders called a “godly man.” I thought I should give him a chance.“You’re a

revitalized spiritual girl,” one female leader told me. She reminded me of Glinda, the Good

Witch of the North, in The Wizard of Oz, with her sweet smile and radiant face. “You should

only date born-again young men committed to Christ.” Catholics were off the list.Camp ended.

Dave said he would write. I returned to Ocean City where Rob waited for me. It’s astounding

how dramatic a change can occur in a vulnerable person in one week. I felt renewed, as if

nothing bad could happen to me. God directed my every step. I floated on a carpet of peace,

but when I met up with Rob on the beach, I shut down, unable to cope. We went to his

apartment.“Charlene, what’s happened to you? You’re so different. I mean, your body looks the

same as ever, but your mind … it’s far away. Look at me.” His eyes broadcast worry, but I

deflected it, overwhelmed, incapable of describing my experience.We sat on his bed. He

reached for me. “It feels like you’re behind a brick wall or something. What’s the matter?”I was

closed off. Besides my infatuation with Dave, which distracted me, I felt unattached to the

material world and disconnected from Rob, as if I were still at camp awash in Young Life’s

version of Christ’s presence. Some experts who study extraordinary psychological

transformations might call my state snapping. People who snap feel blissful or high for a while

after an intense experience, but many crash afterward, and some even spiral into depression

or worse. I didn’t. I kept my blissful, distracted, altered self for a long time.Religious differences

—and new flirtations—bring no end of tangled heartaches like the ones Rob and I

encountered. True, we were young and driven by impulses and hormones, pleasures and

pressures, but I sensed no doubt about what I thought it meant to obey God’s will. My mistake

was to misidentify religious bigotry as righteous belief. Camp people fed me Bible verses like

this one to justify narrow-mindedness:Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for

what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with

darkness?(2 Cor. 6:14)Somehow, trying not to be mean, I found a gentle, low-tide moment and

broke up with Rob. He urged me to write him letters, and although I didn’t expect it, he would

answer them. We left for our colleges thousands of miles apart, and when I reached East



Carolina University, the euphoria from Young Life summer camp delivered me into The Way’s

hands.3Brought InGod could not answer my prayers fast enough at East Carolina University

(ECU). I was blissed out and seeking more than college, ready for God to find me some

Christian pals. One day someone slid a yellow flyer under my dorm room door. I picked it up

and smelled mimeograph ink so fresh that it rubbed off on my fingers. Purple lettering read:

“Interdenominational Christian fellowship this Friday. 7:00 p.m. Mendenhall Student Center.

Join us.”This is it. A sign from the Lord!I paced the room in overheated gratitude, waving the

paper at absent roommates. If they’d been there, I would have asked, “Who’s coming with

me?”That Friday night, I leapt up the stairs of the Student Center and landed in the room

marked “Fellowship,” not affiliated, I later learned, with any Protestant denomination. I sat in a

metal folding chair in the back row and watched workmen roll an upright piano to the front.

Students arrived and waited, as if in church. Soon a minister in a rumpled black suit and skinny

tie bent himself like a hinge over the podium, and began reminding us of the importance of

being Christian in the world gone mad with war, drugs, hippies, sex, and student

demonstrations. Fresh in our minds were the terrible Kent State University student shootings by

the National Guard only months earlier. Every campus put up defenses. Risks were rampant.

We needed Christ to save us. We needed peace through God’s Word.When the minister

finished, I milled around the refreshment table with other students, but they seemed unfriendly,

or perhaps they were shy like me. I overheard “Bless you” and “Praise the Lord” sprinkled in

conversations, but no one said them to me. I floundered at the edge of the apparent in-group,

which gathered around the piano to sing. I listened nearby, but after about ten minutes I left,

disappointed, not fired up for Christ like I’d been at camp. I told God, as I marched back to my

room, that He would have to do better than that. If He knew ahead of time how unfulfilling that

evening would be, why did He send me the flyer?The following week, I approached my dorm

after class and noticed a girl sitting on the low brick wall by the door. Nearby, a small garden

contained fragrant swamp jasmine that bloomed despite the change of season, and its perfume

put a spontaneous smile on my face. The girl looked familiar; her red hair blazed in the

afternoon light. She was reading a book.“Excuse me,” I said, and she looked up. “I’m wondering

… were you at that fellowship in the Student Center on Friday night?” I straightened my blouse

to be more presentable.“Yes.” She smiled and put down her book, a Bible.The Lord has brought

me to this girl!“I’m Debbie,” she said. (Debbie is not her real name).I introduced myself. “How’d

you like it?” I asked. “The fellowship, I mean.” I shifted my books in my arm, hoping she might

say she’d hated it like I had.“It was okay, but they were too uptight for me, you know, too

fundamentalist.”I nodded as if I knew exactly what “fundamentalist” meant, but I didn’t have a

clue and I didn’t ask, not wanting to get sidetracked.“What about you?” Her slow smile matched

her Southern accent.“I didn’t stay long. Felt out of place.”Debbie motioned for me to sit beside

her on the wall, and I learned that she’d been in Campus Crusade for Christ, a group similar to

Young Life in its goals of getting kids born again and living for Jesus. Her hometown was near

the college, unlike mine. I’d been raised by devout Catholics, but her Protestant parents, she

said, were not too serious about religion. She said she wanted a real Christian buddy and a

Bible study group to join, just like I did. My heart raced. I went to that meeting Friday to meet

Debbie. That was clear now. God had not forgotten me.I saw the events leading up to this

moment purely through the lens of Young Life’s theology about my pal Jesus giving minute-by-

minute guidance. When you’re wearing that kind of interpretive lens, you cannot see through

any other. It alarms me how single-minded I became and in such a short time. In the span of a

year, Young Life’s ardent message led me into becoming a fanatic? I hate to admit it, but that’s

the truth.Debbie and I teamed up for Christ. We read Scriptures and prayed together. We talked



to girls in our dorm about Christ’s love. We taped colorful posters in our transom windows that

read “Don’t keep the faith, baby. Spread it.” We preached to our dormmates that mainstream

churches were part of the nation’s evil establishment and put them down for having zero zeal

for Christ and zero answers to our modern-day problems. We told anyone who’d listen that we

needed to read the Bible and nothing else to know how to live for God—as if we understood all

the Scriptures. We parroted phrases from our former high school Christian in-groups. We did

not win anyone.In America, we were free to believe whatever we wanted, but we failed to grasp

an essential truth: such freedom does not always go hand in hand with enlightenment. Our

enthusiasm for Christ was surpassed only by our ignorance of basic religious history. I could

have learned at the library that in the sixteenth century an errant Catholic monk in Germany

named Martin Luther launched a campaign to reform the Roman Catholic Church, which was

rampant with corruption, and kicked off the Protestant Reformation, the effects of which I

inherited in the evangelical Protestantism of Young Life. The Pope, who eventually

excommunicated Luther, charged him with inciting Christians to reject the authority of Church

leaders and replace it with the Bible, starting an era of sola Scriptura (only Scripture) that

continues to this day. Protestant denominations continue to fight, reform, dissolve, reorganize,

and spawn fringe dwellers like The Way, which Debbie and I were about to encounter.The Way

was not an isolated phenomenon in the Bible Belt of North Carolina. During the 1960s and

1970s, waves of young people across America grew tired of their parents’ churches and joined

new religious groups. Not all were Christian. Some sects originated in Asian religions. John

Lennon, after a visit abroad, popularized Transcendental Meditation. Jesus freaks combined

the love of Jesus with hippiedom. They, along with other marginal groups, fell under the

umbrella of the Jesus Movement, which exploded all over America. Revolutions—religious,

sexual, musical, you name it—inflamed our rambunctious era. Fundamentalist Christians

spawned the most conservative sects, those that believed that the Bible is historically and

literally true because God, not man, was the author. And because God is perfect, they

reasoned, whatever He told men to write in the Bible had to be perfect, too. What followed was

the belief in scriptural inerrancy, meaning a noncontradictory, error-free text. It can be as strong

as a child’s faith in Santa Claus multiplied by a thousand. Believers do not usually relinquish

this belief—ever. Taken to the extreme, fundamental beliefs like inerrancy can lead believers to

commit violent acts in the name of God, like bombing abortion clinics or worse.

Fundamentalism, at its roots, means certainty that you are right. At that stage of my life,

certainty appealed to me. In a chaotic world, believing in a God I could count on was the

greatest relief I could imagine.About a month after we met, Debbie and I returned to the

Student Center for a second dose of that interdenominational fellowship. We sat side by side

like matching bookends, watching as the same preacher with the skinny tie arrived at the

podium.“Please turn to First Corinthians,” he said, “chapter 12. We’ll read verses 9 and 10.” He

read them aloud.To another faith by the same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the same

Spirit; To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of spirits;

to another divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:Skinny Tie lifted his

gaze then and looked around the room. “As Christians today, we no longer need those gifts,” he

said, “because we live in a different time from the apostles.”After the teaching, Debbie and I

introduced ourselves to Skinny Tie and let him know we did not agree with him. Speaking in

tongues and miracles were not dead with the apostles, I was sure. The three of us ended up at

a table, drinking coffee, debating the issue. In the excitement, I failed to notice two guys taking

seats at the other end of the table.Skinny Tie assured us that prayer could be powerful, but

miracles no longer happened, not like those Apostle Paul had performed. As for speaking in



tongues, well, no one but the apostles had done that.I did not know what to say. Never had I

witnessed an instantaneous healing. Young Life members told me people they knew had been

miraculously made whole, but I had not seen such miracles with my own eyes.Along with the

conversation, my coffee turned cold. I glanced around. That’s when I noticed the two

eavesdroppers.“Hi, I’m Doug,” said the one with curly hair. He introduced his friend, whose

plaid shirt contrasted with Doug’s T-shirt and jeans, perhaps indicating other differences

between them. They moved closer to us and placed their Bibles on the table.“If First

Corinthians really says miracles and speaking in tongues are gifts that died out with the

apostles,” Doug said to the minister, “how come I can do them today?”Oh my gosh.The minister

looked ready to pounce. “Son, I’m not sure you’re familiar with these things—”“I am. I’ve got a

great teacher.” Like a spy revealing state secrets, he swiped a hand through his curls and

leaned in. “The gifts of the Spirit are not gifts,” he said, “they are nine separate manifestations

of one gift of Holy Spirit. The Greek text says so.” He added something about the words being

translated incorrectly in the King James Version of the Bible (he patted his copy), and that it

took special research to learn this truth. I eyed my Good News for Modern Man. Compared

with his leather-bound Bible, my paperback was a coloring book.“That is just semantics,”

Skinny Tie said. He clamped his arms across his chest, crumpling his suit jacket.A silent

moment passed like ones I knew from playing chess with my father.“Yes, you’re right, sir. It is

semantics,” Doug said. “Semantics are everything when it comes to researching what the Word

of God says.”Check.I was dazed into silence. So was Debbie. So was the minister. We sat back

in our chairs, inspecting one another across the chessboard. Doug took another pawn. He

insisted, with the calm of a knowing professional, that miracles still happened because God

was still in business.Yes! I wanted to cheer.He said believers today could operate the power of

God like believers did in the Book of Acts. He was living proof. Not only that, he knew many

other people who manifested the power of God.Where were these people?When I ran the

hurdles in high school track, our coach would caution me not to jump the gun. She reminded

us, at every practice, to wait until she fired a starting pistol before launching ourselves out of

the starting blocks. Much later I wished she had been at that table with Doug. I could have used

a cautionary voice telling me not to jump ahead, not to grab what seemed to be The Truth. In

my eagerness, I failed to consider the possibility that the minister might know something worth

learning, and maybe Doug didn’t have the right doctrine. But Skinny Tie typified those

denominational types that I’d been calling calcified. I didn’t mind a young, good-looking guy

interrupting and taking my side.Debbie and I were like shy schoolgirls, smiling at Doug and at

his friend Norman, who, in spite of his preppy plaid in-charge look, nodded in sync with sloppy

Doug’s every word.The minister did not smile. “I understand where you’re coming from, son,” he

said, his patronizing tone increasing, “but let me point out, I speak with some authority on the

Scriptures. I’ve studied this topic and heard it taught by top biblical scholars, and the majority of

them agree with what I’m saying.” He slid his hands down the front of his crumpled suit.“Well,

maybe my teacher knows more than yours,” Doug said.Checkmate. What teacher? I could not

sit still. Debbie wiggled in her chair. Doug held the gaze of Skinny Tie, whose eyes shifted from

Doug to Debbie to me and back to Doug.“Well, maybe that’s so,” the minister said. “You’re

welcome to think what you like, young man.” He laid down his defeated king and shoved back

his chair.I couldn’t stand it. Who is the teacher? I tapped my foot under the table. Doug, tell us

your teacher’s name!Wound tight as tops, Debbie and I waited for someone to pull the string.

To my delight, the minister stood up, murmured good evening, and left.I suspect now that he

realized his efforts were wasted on us. As the Bible warned, don’t cast your pearls before

swine.“So,” I said, turning to our curly haired hero, “who is your teacher?”“Dr. Victor Paul



Wierwille.”Debbie and I had never heard of Wierwille, so Doug began his story. Dr. Wierwille

started The Way in the 1940s in Ohio. Since then, he built a ministry headquarters on the

Wierwille family’s old farm outside New Knoxville, Ohio. He called his ministry The Way

because Jesus Christ said He was the way, the truth, and the life, and Dr. Wierwille, Doug said,

was a follower of Christ. Wierwille’s ministry was still small but growing fast because of the

Bible class he taught called Power for Abundant Living (referred to as “the PFAL class”). Doug

promised it would answer all my questions about healing and speaking in tongues. Like a

Young Lifer on steroids, Doug repeatedly said the Bible is the Word of God, which resonated

with me, an impressionable young girl. I gulped down Doug’s words without any critical

thinking, not pressing him to prove what he said. He was so sincere that I clung to his

assertions, like “believing equals receiving,” as if they were heaven-sent. His refusal to argue

with the minister or grow impatient, like I usually did in challenging situations, impressed me.

He possessed a Jeopardy contestant’s confidence in knowing the answer and waiting his turn

to reveal it.Then Doug said something I’ll never forget. “God’s people are destroyed because

they don’t know God’s Word.” To prove it, he quoted this verse in the Old Testament:My people

are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject

thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will

also forget thy children. (Hosea 4:6)“Christians are defeated because they lack knowledge of

God’s Word,” he explained, tapping his Bible, “not someone’s interpretation of it. We ‘let the

Bible speak for itself.’”“That’s right,” said Norman.Doug’s bravado made his message about

letting the Bible speak for itself sound logical. It was a long time before I realized that reading a

text, any text, always involves interpretation. It is impossible for any book, even a sacred one,

to “speak for itself.” Humans apply meaning to what they read. I’d been reading all my life, but

never thought about that. But ask members of any book club or literature class, and they’ll tell

you interpretation happens. You can’t avoid it. But I could not resist Doug’s conviction. The

Bible was a special, holy book, after all, so I imagined if God wanted it to speak for itself, then

He could make it do that. I had no understanding of how to challenge that ridiculous

statement.Debbie’s eyes sparkled with conviction. She said, “I’d like to take this class.”I nodded

and pulled my chair closer to the table.“Great. Why don’t you two come to the coffeehouse

tomorrow?” Norman said. “It’s at our Way Home. The believers would love to meet you, and you

can fill out class registration cards right away.”“Sure,” I said, watching Debbie smile and nod at

me.“Or better, you know what? If you want to,” said Doug, “I can drive us there right now so you

can see the place. Shall we go?”Debbie gave me a look that asked why not?“Fine with us,” I

said. God was opening the door, no doubt about it, and if we didn’t take this chance, we might

miss His plan for us to learn more Bible.“It’s a nice house right down the street. We run

fellowships and classes there,” Doug said. “And I live there with the leaders, a married couple.

So does Norman.”Norman added that the house was owned by The Way and served as the

outreach center of the ministry for North Carolina. That sounded important.I’m astounded I

swallowed Doug’s claims so fast. To check on his ideas, I could have taken some time and

hiked across campus to Joyner Library and found commentaries on the Scriptures, or books

about theology, church history, or the history of the Bible. My parents passed on respect for

books as if it were genetic material, so why didn’t I go to the library? My mother practically

raised me in one. She worked among the dusty stacks of Wicomico County Public Library in

Salisbury where I sat cross-legged on the floor devouring Grimm’s fairy tales like candy corn

and later Nancy Drew mysteries. Nancy, the determined clue finder, was my heroine, right up

there with Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind. I loved the musty smell in every Dewey-

decimaled book I read. But Young Life’s influence made me think that rather than learning from



books, I must seek real live Christian teachers. So when these two Way followers showed up,

of course the Lord had sent them. Any gut warnings against climbing into a car with strangers,

especially males, and driving off campus were silenced by Doug’s certainty—the sheer force of

it compelled me to go. Within fifteen minutes, Debbie and I would find ourselves in no seeming

danger in a well-kept house, unaware the threat was invisible.4EnticedWhat happened at The

Way Home surprised me at first, but by the end of that night I understood.On the way there, I

rode next to Debbie in the back seat of Doug’s car, telling myself that the Lord set up this

meeting with these guys. No matter that we’d met only an hour ago. No matter that the car

rattled, creaked, and smelled of mildew. I gazed out the grimy window and watched dorms

morph into bulky outlines against the darkening sky, crisscrossed by telephone poles. Lights

twinkled on and off like fireflies, and I imagined students were getting ready to party. Even in

the Bible Belt, what we were doing was unusual for a Friday night.“We’re here,” Doug said. His

brown eyes flashed in the rearview mirror.A trim lawn wrapped like an apron around a white

two-story house. It looked like a small-scale Southern mansion. Shrubbery, flowerbeds, and

trees graced the yard. Debbie said how pretty it looked, how peaceful and tidy. We parked

behind the house in a narrow lot and got out of the car. A large beech tree in the backyard

rattled its sharp leaves above us as a cool breeze kicked up, making me shiver as I hurried to

follow Doug through a door and into a neat kitchen. Norman snapped on lights. I’ll never forget

the shine on the stainless steel fixtures and the spotless sink. We trailed behind Doug through

a chandeliered dining room, into a front entryway, past a carpeted staircase, and into a living

room. A cat meowed somewhere down a hall.“Everyone’s out witnessing,” Doug said. “They’re

all over town looking for hungry people like you to tell about the Word.”Debbie and I sank into a

velveteen sofa across the room from an elegant fireplace. I looked around at the ornate vases,

lamps, and silky drapes. Were these people rich? I felt small and poor, glad to be with Debbie,

my ally. As much as I wanted to hear more Bible teaching, I could not imagine coming here

alone.Doug and Norman made themselves comfortable in matching chairs by the fireplace, as

if ready to run a meeting. A grandfather clock in the corner ticked, ticked, ticked. Now

what?“Gosh, this is a beautiful place, and I don’t mean any disrespect,” I said, “but I thought

Jesus’s followers weren’t supposed to be rich like this.” I wasn’t poor, but I’d grown up in a

modest middle-class house.“Oh, but the Word says we should be prosperous,” said Norman. I

was surprised that he, not Doug, took on my challenge. “It’s right in the Bible.” He waved his

arms in a theatrical way, and to my surprise he quoted this verse:Beloved, I wish above all

things that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth. (3 John 2)In

contrast to Doug’s friendlier approach at the Student Center, Norman’s quoting the Bible—no

matter how applicable the verse—struck me as preachy, more like church than like Young Life’s

informal style. Conversation screeched to a halt.I didn’t doubt that God wanted me to be happy

and healthy, but I didn’t see the need to use that verse as proof. I didn’t remember ever reading

it, or if I had, I thought the Apostle John wrote it to a believer he knew, not to me. Way people

were dead serious about the Bible being personal.“Okay,” I said, “I guess I had the wrong

impression.”Debbie wasn’t helping. She lounged on the sofa as if she were on vacation.Doug

picked up the slack and said the PFAL class would show us God’s promises in the Bible, like

the ones Norman just told us about, so we could claim them. Claiming promises was another

new idea, a brand-new language. Could I learn it?We all left the house and headed for a

converted garage they called the Biblical Research Center. “We call it the BRC for short,” Doug

said. Inside, red wall-to-wall carpet and wood-grained paneling made it a serious study room.

Fluorescent lights flickered above rows of folding chairs that faced a small podium at the front

of the room. On the wall behind the podium hung a green banner with yellow letters that read



The Word of God Is the Will of God. Norman said they held the coffeehouse in here, which

explained a faint incense smell. While Doug and Norman grouped chairs together, I examined

a countertop strewn with books, including How to Enjoy the Bible by E. W. Bullinger, Babylon

Mystery Religion by Ralph Woodrow, and The Myth of the Six Million by Prof. David L.

Hoggan.1 I’d never heard of them. Evidently they mattered at The Way.The four of us sat

together near the book counter.“First, I want to say you’re invited to our coffeehouse in this

room tomorrow night,” Doug said. “You know, guitar players, singing, donuts, and of course,

coffee.” He grinned for the first time since we arrived. “Oh yeah, incense, too. It always smells

like that in here.”Before he got started, he jumped ahead to invite us to come back on Sunday

to hear Rev. John Lynn teach God’s Word. John, The Way’s leader for North Carolina, and his

wife lived in the house and trained the college students who lived with them, all young men, to

be Way leaders.“Anyway, this room is mostly for biblical research and teaching. Biblical

research, like Dr. Wierwille always says, is the heart of our ministry,” Doug said. “He preached

in a denomination before this, I think it was the Evangelical and Reformed Church”—Norman

nodded—“but it didn’t give him freedom to teach the Word like he wanted, so he left, and thank

God he did.”That night, for the first time, I considered the importance of biblical languages to

studying the Bible. We heard all about how Dr. Wierwille studied Greek, Aramaic, and Hebrew

texts to compare Scriptures in one section of the Bible with Scriptures in another, and then

implement certain methods to reconstruct the original Word of God.“In-depth Bible study isn’t

available in every Christian group, you know,” Norman said. “Some are only social clubs. They

don’t feed people meat of the Word like we do.”Debbie said that was true.Doug chimed in to

admit his skills in biblical research were minimal, but before he could develop them, his job, like

every Way follower’s, was to master the content of Wierwille’s Power for Abundant Living class.

They were supposed to learn that material before researching any new topics. Dr. Wierwille

made that rule. Doug then revealed what first drew him to The Way—the kindness and

generosity of the believers, not their Bible knowledge. He’d been a lost hippie on drugs, he

said, and after a bad trip he needed serious help.“The Way believers cared about me more

than anyone I’ve ever known,” he said, adding that he was living proof of the saying “People

don’t care about how much you know until they know how much you care.” Then he opened his

Bible and plunged into a sample of class material.I’m not sure whether he intended to impress

us with controversial topics, or just give an example of how Wierwille taught, but nevertheless

his lesson shocked me. Using a Bible that included notes by E. W. Bullinger, a scholar

important to Wierwille, Doug showed us a photograph inserted in the back. It was of four

concrete crosses with a fifth larger one in the middle in some kind of courtyard or cemetery.

Doug said the photo proved a little-known truth about Jesus’s death on Mount Golgotha.

Debbie and I leaned over our desks to see. “The crosses are in France,” Doug said. This was

supposed to prove that people besides Bullinger, an Englishman, understood that four men,

not two, were crucified with Jesus.Four?“Four bad guys,” Doug said, “not two like most people

think.” He again reminded me of a Jeopardy contestant.All my life I’d heard of only two thieves

crucified with Jesus. Did the Catholic Church lie about this? To arrive at four, Doug said, you

must know the Greek words for thief, robber, and malefactor. Wow. Learning the Greek

language appeared essential to doing biblical research. I wasn’t sure I could learn Greek, but if

that’s what I had to do to know God better, I would try. As the hour progressed, we learned that

the four Gospels—Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John—had to “fit like a hand in a glove” because

they couldn’t contradict each other. They were part of God’s Word and God’s Word could not

contradict itself because God was the author, and He was perfect. That sounded right and

logical.Under the deluge of Doug’s rhetoric, I failed to think of examples of contradictions that I



already knew about in the Old Testament. Even a cursory reading reveals the sort of God who

changes His mind. “Thou shalt not kill” is a commandment, but verses abound with God

ordering prophets of Israel to kill “pagans” when they interfered with His chosen people. Old

Testament violence was one reason I preferred the New Testament.Doug zigzagged around

the Gospels, flipping back and forth to show that each gospel writer mentioned different thieves

and robbers at the crucifixion. This teaching, called “Scripture build-up,” he said, was an

example of Wierwille’s biblical research method.“Don’t worry,” he reassured us, patting his

Bible. “You’ll learn this stuff in the PFAL class and catch on soon.” He confessed he wasn’t the

brightest student, but he could “work the Word.” He gestured to some books on the counter

behind us that he said we would need to buy—concordances, interlinears, and lexicons. I’d

never seen such study aides before and they impressed me. Young Life meetings were shallow

social gatherings compared with this serious biblical research fellowship. My appetite for more

learning kicked into high gear.One last surprise: the Trinity. Like my Young Life leader, Doug

said the word “Trinity” was not in the Bible; therefore, it could not be true. He paraphrased what

Wierwille taught: that the Trinity as a theological doctrine crept into the Catholic Church to

ensure the divinity of Christ. The truth, according to Wierwille, was that Jesus was not “God the

Son,” he was “the son of God,” half divine because God was his father; half human because

Mary, a virgin, was his mother.It was past ten o’clock, the adrenaline rush was over, and I was

too tired to absorb any more. Debbie and I thanked our new God-sent teachers for the

astounding Bible lessons, and we all climbed into Doug’s clunky car to return to campus.Many

years later, I’d find a Way marketing brochure that confirmed Doug’s words. In part, it read:As a

research and teaching ministry, we are always open to learn more about the Bible. The Way

Ministry has the freedom to change and to grow when something new is discovered in the

Bible. No dogmas are imposed on an individual. The research is made available to those who

wish to utilize it.2If words were colored lights, the promises Doug made about research should

have been neon red. But he made Wierwille’s style of study sound so inviting (and possible)

that he distracted me from thinking critically about Wierwille’s ministry. I let my excitement keep

me from realizing what Doug did not say about their biblical research: he did not describe how

they might change existing research whenever they learned more or discovered they were

wrong. He did not cite any changes they ever made, and he did not guarantee they ever would

make changes. If research were truly open-minded and transparent at The Way, these

concerns should have been addressed from the start.Over the years I heard numerous stories

similar to Doug’s—that love drew followers to the group. What drew me most powerfully that

first night was wanting to learn the biblical research Wierwille conducted. It would not be long

before I saw that these two forces could be strong competing beliefs: the first, to love one

another like Christ commanded. The other one Wierwille put this way: “No one can know the

will of God without knowing the Word of God. The Bible is the revealed Word of God.”3 Many of

us translated that into doing everything we could to get more knowledge of the Bible, often at

the expense of loving others—or ourselves.Unaware of land mines ahead, the next night

Debbie and I again jumped in Doug’s rusted car, bound for more Word at the coffeehouse.5The

Way for MeIn the BRC behind the house, Debbie and I grabbed cups of coffee and followed

Doug past the book sales counter, past a tray of shiny frosted donuts, past rope incense stuck

in bowls of sand, toward a low stage (the podium was gone) to meet believers he wanted us to

meet. We sat on puffy pillows, and I ended up talking with a young wife and mother who

reminded me of the peppy movie star Doris Day. Dottie asked to hear what the Lord was doing

for me. I willingly offered up the highlights: getting born again, attending Young Life camp in

New York, learning that I might one day speak in tongues, meeting Debbie, and running into



Doug on campus.“It sure looks like the Lord sent Doug and Norman along so I could take the

Bible class you have.”“You should,” Dottie said. Then she shared her own story about taking the

PFAL class with her husband, Bob Moynihan, and how thrilled they were with Way teachings.

Dr. Wierwille makes sense, she said. He teaches people how to study the Bible, not just take

people’s word for what is in it. She smoothed her long hair and slipped off her green

Pappagallo flats, getting more comfortable on her pillow, and chattered about the webbed

relationships among the local Way believers. She was petite like me so we could easily look

each other in the eye. “You’ll come to see this for yourself, Charlene,” she whispered, “but we

are so blessed to be alive at this time. We have Dr. Wierwille, the man of God, to teach us the

Word, the true Word of God.” Her eyes sparkled with joy.“Doug shared a lot of Bible research

with us last night. It was amazing. But can you tell me how the ministry started? Doug didn’t

say much about that.”Dottie leaned back and crossed her legs on the pillow. “It’s simple, really.”

She told me that in about 1942, Dr. Wierwille began a radio program in Lima, Ohio. His choir

sang and he gave sermons. Soon he quit ministering at his church to study the Word and start

this ministry. Later he put the PFAL class material together, taught it in person, recorded it on

tape, and made copies so more believers around the country could hear it. A few years ago, he

produced a color film of the PFAL class. Thanks to that, the Word was moving faster than ever.

Even in Australia a Way fellowship ran classes.Dottie flashed her movie-star smile and soon

introduced me to a few girls my age. We sat back to listen to a performer, built like Mr. Clean,

who played the guitar and sang along with a freckled young woman with hair the color of beach

daisies. Someone said Mr. Clean was on the football team and had come over after that night’s

game against Richmond, a tough competitor. Suddenly, he stopped playing.“Sorry to be the

bearer of bad news,” he said, hugging his guitar, “but we lost the game tonight.” A moan swept

the room, but the music resumed, and the freckled singer was so engaging that I didn’t notice a

commotion erupting in the back of the room until Debbie nudged me and nodded toward the

door. Doug was coming in. Right behind him were two more guys. One wore a purple East

Carolina University Pirates football jersey and a white sling on one arm. The other lumbered

through the doorway like a fullback. Whispers flew carrying shocking news: the sling wearer,

Gerald, had suffered a broken collarbone in the game, but just got healed right outside the

coffeehouse in the parking lot. Earl Burton (the lumbering fullback) healed it.1 Instantaneous

healing. Oh my God. Debbie looked at me with big eyes. A miracle. Spontaneous healings do

still happen. I knew Skinny Tie was wrong.I didn’t rush to meet Gerald. I felt awed like a new kid

at the sidelines. Instead, I watched him move around and talk to people, then leave with Earl,

his healer. Doug approached Debbie and me with his report of the miracle. “I saw it happen,” he

said. Apparently, Earl laid his hands on Gerald’s shoulders and prayed aloud, describing

broken bones mending in real time.“Earl claimed the healing in the name of Jesus Christ,”

Doug said, “and it was done.”My heart leapt. The incident was proof that during the past twenty-

four hours, God had plunked me down in the middle of a modern-day Acts of the Apostles with

living, breathing people preaching the Word and healing the sick.Not long afterward, the

musicians announced closing time and groans of disappointment rumbled all around me. A few

girls stubbed out the incense, leaving trails of smoke curling to the ceiling like candles in

church. Debbie was talking with the guitar players, so Doug and I waited for her at the

bookstore counter where Norman was clearing away the coffeepot and the empty donut tray. I

was overcome with gratitude and unsure of how to express it to Doug. He and his friends were

not only Christians who loved one another and wanted to love and teach newbies like me, they

also were knowledgeable and powerful believers, more focused on using the power of God

than any Young Life Christians I knew. They also seemed disciplined about outreach, since



competition for young minds at East Carolina University was ongoing with popular evangelical

groups like InterVarsity and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. I was hooked.Someone

engaged Doug in a conversation, so I leaned against the counter and examined the items

more closely than I had the night before. Wierwille’s name appeared on many small pamphlets:

“The Walk of Youth,” “Christians Should Be Prosperous,” “The Cry of Triumph,” and “The

Manifestations of the Spirit.” Books included Wierwille’s Receiving the Holy Spirit Today, and

How to Enjoy the Bible by E. W. Bullinger, the author whose Bible Doug used to showcase five

crosses. I was marveling at what I could learn when Doug came back and broke my

reverie.“Let me ask you something, Charlene. You’re already born again, right?” I nodded. “You

know you have the Holy Spirit inside you.” I nodded again. “So, would you like to learn how to

speak in tongues? It proves you are born again.”“What?” Fear struck me up and down.“I can

help you do it.” He went on to say that speaking in tongues proved, beyond a shadow of a

doubt, that a person was going to heaven, and nothing could change that. It was also perfect

prayer. He smiled like a parent inviting his child to the circus, raised eyebrows and all.Why does

he have to spoil everything?A girl grabbed him for a big hug, insisting she must talk to him, so

he turned away again, leaving me devastated. Young Life leaders warned that if anyone

claimed they could teach how to speak in tongues, watch out—it’s a trick of Satan. Nobody

could instruct another person to do it because, they claimed, it was a gift from God. Gifts are

not to be expected. If that were true, Doug was a messenger of Satan. My escalating hope for

the goodness of this group plummeted like a roller coaster off its rails.I turned away from the

sight of Doug and everyone else. If Young Life was right, I would have to reject The Way.But I’d

felt so sure God brought me here to learn what Young Life leaders said I needed: more Bible

knowledge. I was serious about getting it. When the golf-shirted leader recommended I attend

Wheaton College in Illinois, a Christian institution offering Bible studies, I wanted to go, but I

was already enrolled at ECU; it was too late to switch. For a few seconds, I let myself consider

that Young Life might be wrong. What if Doug could teach me to speak in tongues? If I refused

his help and left The Way, I’d miss this loving fellowship and all this Bible knowledge within

easy reach. How could this not be God’s will?Returning to the counter, Doug picked up where

he’d left off, oblivious to my turmoil.“Look, I’ll bring you over tomorrow morning,” he said. “We’ll

have a lesson out front under the trees about Pentecost and the Holy Spirit, okay?” I lowered

my head, too confused to respond, realizing he interpreted my hesitation as fear of speaking in

tongues, not as fear of him. I didn’t have the guts to divulge Young Life’s different ideas. By

keeping my doubts to myself, I didn’t have to defend them. I didn’t want to face an argument I

sensed I couldn’t win. If Young Life was right, the Lord would help me figure out how to resist

Satan’s influence coming through Doug.Debbie soon joined us, and Doug caught her up on our

plan. She wanted in on the lesson, and her enthusiasm dispelled some fear. Her innocent smile

made me think I must be silly. I should lighten up. She had a knack for keeping things simple

when I tended to complicate them.Looking back, it’s clear her friendship was critical to my

journey into The Way; I sometimes wonder if I would have continued with the group by

myself.When we returned to Cotten Hall that night, Debbie invited me to stay with her since her

roommate was home for the weekend. I got my things from my room down the hall and sat on

her roommate’s bed while we talked about all the good people and great music at The Way

and how the Lord led us there. We made popcorn in her electric popper, and the treat, along

with Debbie’s happiness, eased my worries. Before long, a wave of lightheartedness

emboldened me enough to tell Debbie my misgivings about being taught to speak in tongues.

She shrugged them off.“We’ll be fine. We can ask questions,” Debbie said. “Doug will help us,

you know.”I pulled the covers around me on the bed, not so sure about this.“He’s really cute,



isn’t he?”“Oh, Debbie, be serious. I’m nervous. I want to be open-minded to whatever the Lord

wants, but how do I know what it is?”“It can’t hurt to go. We can always leave if we want to.”She

switched off the lamp and moonlight overtook us, bringing more peace of mind with it. Echoes

of laughter from down the hall bounced through the room, but they didn’t stand in the way of

sleep.As it turned out, I wouldn’t need the lesson the next day. That night I kept my habit of

praying silently before I drifted off, but this time I asked God about speaking in tongues.

Perhaps if it were His will, I could do it without anybody’s teachings. I relaxed on the bed and

prayed, and after a few minutes of silence I felt compelled to whisper aloud. Fuzzy images of

the woman who suggested at Young Life camp that I might do this appeared in my mind. Soon

my English words flowed into speech-like syllables resembling a foreign language. This was it—

praise God, I was speaking in tongues! I spoke louder and louder. Debbie rushed over, sat on

the edge of my bed, and grabbed my hand. Even with my eyes shut, I sensed her watching me.

I felt lighter and lighter, as if I were floating above the bed, filled with peace. I cried for joy

afterward, relieved and thankful, happy about finding The Way. Debbie wept and hugged me

over and over. She said I looked ecstatic.Doug called this phenomenon “manifesting the power

of God,” but I wonder now if it really resulted from the power of suggestion. Common among

Christians is the problematic tradition of attributing the source of insights and inspiration (even

speaking in tongues) to an entity called “God” that is separate from humans, when those

insights may be coming from the imagination. Who can tell the difference? Does it matter? I do

not know. To fundamentalists and evangelicals, it matters a lot; God is all-powerful, with a will

we must obey. At the time, I assumed God gave me those strange-sounding words. But many

kinds of religious or spiritual experiences happen, as the psychologist William James points

out in The Varieties of Religious Experience. Sometimes it’s hard to explain what they are.

Most, I suspect, are mysteries we’ll never understand.I look back on my episode with tongues

and wonder about its value. I liked it because it gave me a feeling of transcendence. Was it

harmless? Yes, in that it made me joyful. No, in that it blocked rational thinking. It requires an

altered state of consciousness—because of that, the phenomenon is often referred to as

thought-stopping—and it is not always good or appropriate. In the coming years, Wierwille

would encourage us to speak in tongues all the time—between thoughts, during conversations

with others, and during times of prayer. To remind us to speak in tongues as much as possible,

The Way sold red stickers in the shape of stop signs printed with the letters S.I.T.Even though I

didn’t think I needed the lesson, I went to The Way Home the next morning with Debbie. We

sat with Doug in lawn chairs under the tree out front. I was surprised when Earl appeared and

Doug left to do chores, but by the way they handled the switch, I sensed Debbie and I were

about to hear from a more experienced teacher. Earl said he’d never been a druggie or gotten

into any real trouble. His big sin, as he described it, was his excessive love of football.“I love

researching the Bible and love teaching it more than playing a game like that …” he began.

Debbie interrupted.“Charlene, tell him about last night.”At the end of my story, Earl praised me

for my bold believing, and went ahead with his teaching. Afterward, Debbie tried to speak in

tongues, and Earl tried to help her, but she couldn’t get the hang of it. It would be weeks later

before she did. But the important part of that morning was how Earl stressed our need for the

PFAL class. As soon as twenty people registered, he said, it would start. We signed up. We

promised to wait.6WarningsFor the next couple of weeks, Debbie and I hitched rides to The

Way Home where Earl taught from the PFAL class material. I imagine he was trying to whet

our appetite for Wierwille’s color film class. As the believers put it, Debbie and I held fast to the

Word. As our parents would have put it, we neglected college. But they did not yet know what

we were doing. We were too busy being perfect believers to call them.As a tax-exempt,



nonprofit organization, The Way did not require payment for its classes; recruits were asked to

offer a “minimum donation”—as long as the minimum was forty-five dollars. Otherwise, you did

not qualify to take the class. (In later years, the minimum reached as much as two hundred

dollars.) After twenty people registered, a start date would be set. Twenty, I learned,

guaranteed that rather than listening to Wierwille’s voice on reel-to-reel tape, we would watch

the coveted 16 mm color film of him teaching at a desk. We thought that watching and listening

would be better than only listening to a recording. Eye contact with Wierwille, even on film,

sounded vital.Recruitment flew into high gear. Debbie and I cornered resident advisors in

Cotten Hall. Although one of them came to a fellowship, neither she nor anyone else in our

dorm wanted to take the PFAL class, despite our campaigning up and down the halls. No one

cared to take another course, much less one about the Bible that cost money, didn’t grant

college credit, and didn’t yet have a start date.Mike, an ECU football star, always sat across the

aisle from me in Spanish class. Despite his obnoxious flirting—flexing his biceps like Popeye as

he leaned into the aisle—I got desperate enough to witness to him. One day after class, I took

the leap and asked him for a chat.“Sure,” he said. His eyes twinkled with hope.For the sake of

the Word, I endured his brushing up against me as we walked out the door. In the autumn

sunlight, we paused on the sidewalk. Red and brown leaves swirled over patchy campus

lawns.“What’s going on?” Mike rubbed his crew cut and squinted at me.“Look, Mike. I’ve been

going to a Bible fellowship that’s really great. We sing, pray, and hear a teaching from the Bible.

It’s at The Way Home—”“Oh no, no thanks.” He backed away. The twinkle in his eyes vanished.

“I know those guys at The Way. Earl played football with me, and I heard all about their Bible

thing. It’s phony.”“What do you mean?” I took a step back, too. “Earl is a great believer. He

teaches the Word all the time. He’s serious about this. He gave up football for God.”Mike

snickered. “He’s just a smooth talker, like that Doug friend of his. Watch out. They’re not

teaching true Christianity, just their warped idea of it.” He shifted his backpack further up his

shoulder. Students hurried past, giving us worried looks but not wanting to get involved. He

lowered his voice. “Look, I’ve heard their rap. Earl told me all about that power class, whatever

it’s called. After he took it, he quit coming to our Fellowship of Christian Athletes meetings. That

Wierwille guy who teaches it, he’s a con man for sure.”Birds flew out of nearby trees. Mike’s

attack threw me off balance. What should I say? I knew one thing for sure: The Devil had sent

Mike to thwart me.I let him have it. “I know those guys, and they’re teaching God’s Word, not

their own ideas—but if you don’t think so, then forget it.”“Think for one second.” He held my

arm, but in a gentle way. “Those guys are repeating whatever Wierwille says. He’s suckered

them in. That class they sell is bad news, honey, so just remember that they might sound like

they know what they’re talking about, but they don’t. Don’t get involved with them.” He let go

and looked me over as if he really cared.“You’re wrong, Mike. You’re so wrong. I gotta go.” Who

did he think he was, bad-mouthing my friends? And he’d never taken the PFAL class, so what

did he know? And he shouldn’t have called me honey. Well, at least I didn’t argue with him;

Doug doesn’t argue with people, he speaks The Truth, and The Truth needs no defense. I

returned to my dorm.Not a speck of light entered my head to make me see I was closed-

minded. I’d only known The Way people about a month, but that didn’t stop me from defending

to the teeth something I knew little about. I’d heard a few teachings, spoken in tongues, and felt

sure about God’s hand on this group. Gerald’s healing miracle appeared to prove God moved

among these people. But I knew nothing about Wierwille or his ministry. I saw only what I

wanted to see. I wonder now what would have happened if I’d seen Mike as a messenger from

God to protect me, not a devil to trick me. But Mike’s warning, a siren from shore, failed to

reach me. I had already sailed fast into the storm.1959. Charlene, age seven in second grade,



celebrates her First Communion. Photo taken in the family’s backyard in Salisbury.
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John Smith, “Best Description of The Way I’ve ever read.. Why does this matter after forty

years? Because believing in something so good, that turns out so bad, creates lasting trauma

in even the strongest people.I met Charlene at Way headquarters in the seventies, and took

the PFAl class in 1973, entering the 7th Way Corps In 1976. I did not know Charlene well, but

knew most of the people she mentions, and her reconstruction of the early ministry is the best

I’ve seen, though difficult to read. How could we have been so blind?The Way saved a lot of

people from worse fates, I was one of them. But, as all false prophets, the spiritual abuse of

good people can’t last, and didn’t. The Way fell apart because like all cults, it worshipped the

leader. It is now deader than the churches Wierwillle constantly mocked.Thank you, Charlene.

What a long strange trip it’s been.”

Drwo, “Unraveling a Mystery. My brother and his wife became involved with The Way in the

1970's. Our family was not very religious and certainly not evangelical. Our parents were

educated professionals, much as the author describes her own family. Like the author's father,

our family despaired. And like the author, arguments went nowhere because facts rarely

outweigh dogma. It was a strange and mysterious situation. Much as the author described,

my brother and his family lived in a house with other Way followers and the only time I visited

them, the entire household situation seemed impersonal and joyless. When they joined our

family for holidays, which was rare, much of their time was spent by themselves or making

attempts to recruit us which sent everyone running in the other direction. We were mystified as

to why these two young people dropped out of college to join this "cult," and it was only after

reading this book that I understood how the recruitment system worked. Students, many away

from home and family for the first time, found support networks and friends, and free from

parental supervision, were ready to buy into a belief structure without asking too many

questions. Once convinced they are one of the chosen few and that the leader has a direct

pipeline to God, followers attribute all doubts to Satan's intervention. Although it did not take

17 years for my brother and his family to flee, to this day I have no idea where they were

except for a brief time in Florida nor what they were doing for nearly a decade. A great book,

well written, and which should be recommended by mental health professionals for both cult

members and their families.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/ZDYXV/Undertow-My-Escape-from-the-Fundamentalism-and-Cult-Control-of-The-Way-International


M. K. RIEHL, “Not my story, but could have been.. This book was excellent. I was a 1973 PFAL

grad, as well as a twig fellowship leader for many years. I had taken the Intermediate Class,

and the Advanced class. I certainly am so amazed by what Charlene went through, and the

detail. Names I know well. But so sad to hear of what all was going on at "The Top". I left the

Way, and anything having to do with it shortly after the Passing of the Patriarch, and did not like

the fighting between Martindale and Geer. My husband and I moved to Seattle in 1987, leaving

behind some of the best friends a person could want. They all left the minstry, but to this day

are strong God loving Christians. We were lucky, fortunate, blessed...whatever you want to call

it. My husband and I just celebrated our 38th wedding anniversay this week, and all along this

whole time, our beliefs still are strong and seems we chose to follow the same people at the

same time and leave the same people at the same time..My thoughts on that..."What God has

joined together no man can break". Thank you Charlene for this book and I am so terribly sorry

you went through all of this..”

Kim Sikorsky, “A journey with the Way Ministry, a Cult. I enjoyed this book as I too am an Ex

Way. I recognized many of the leaders mentioned and first hand communication too. I got

kicked out and it’s the best favour I could have had. Thank you for your journey Charlene.”

The book by Charlene L Edge has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 90 people have provided feedback.
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